
Poll Everywhere at City University London:
Success, difficulties and work to be done



Learning Spaces at CUL

Learning Spaces @ City: 
Promoting enhanced practice in face to face teaching supported by flexible physical spaces 
and innovative educational technologies.

http://tiny.cc/citylearningspaces

http://youtube.com/v/sAVtiuHCfCM
http://youtube.com/v/sAVtiuHCfCM
http://youtube.com/v/sAVtiuHCfCM
http://youtube.com/v/sAVtiuHCfCM


Enhanced practice in 

face to face teaching

active learning tools for large 
group teaching

small group teaching in flexible 
spaces

extending teaching through 
multimedia

Working with the Academic 

Development team to help lecturers 

explore the affordances of the rooms, 

educational technologies and sound 

pedagogy to promote active learning.

Challenge: 

Promoting active and collaborative 

learning, inclusivity and best 

teaching practice delivered to a 

diverse student population.



Creating Running Assessing

The work done so far: where we are
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When What Notes

Beginning of the lecture Question + Individual answer + Feedback Recalling previously covered materials, 

or developed skills; flipped learning 

(recall/application questions)

Throughout the lecture Question + Individual answer + Feedback Evaluate factual knowledge/conceptual 

understanding

Throughout the lecture Instruction + Question + Group 

Discussion + Whole class discussion + 

Feedback

Allows students to assimilate the subject 

matter, test their understanding and 

articulate their choices in a group

Throughout the lecture

(Question cycle)

Question + Group Discussion + 

Feedback

+ Lecturer observation/Mini-lecture

More learner-centred, goes beyond 

recalling and application of acquired skill

End of the lecture Question + Individual answer + Feedback Evaluate factual knowledge/conceptual 

understanding

Find a balance between factual recall and higher-order thinking



The work done so far: where we are

I’ll briefly cover the work 

done so far, sharing 

some examples of 

good practice we’ve 

collected as a way of 

showing what we aim 

to do with Poll 

Everywhere. 

● 147 Poll Everywhere users

● 600 student accounts in use

● 1710 polls created

● 49240 answers givenas

● Pockets of good practice across different schools

● Pilots and recurrent use on peer assessment, collaborative learning, distributed practice, 

flipped learning and other areas



● What kind of uses can we and should we support?

a. Occasional, simple use?

b. Mobile-phone haters?

c. Authenticated use for students?

d. PowerPoint only?

e. VLE integration?

f. What is scalable, easy to use and offers pedagogical 

benefits?

Challenges: scaling, administering and promoting good 

practice.

Where do we want to be



Challenges and work to be done this year

http://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/tel/files/2014/09/PollEverywh

ere.jpg

3 months

Two different 

systems

10 lecturers 316 students

Information 

Services



Challenges and work to be done this year

1. Analytics/Reports

2. Account management

3. Authentication

4. Content: creating and sharing

5. Integration: VLE, existing offer

6. Compatibility with current and future systems and 

policies

7. Ease of use in anger

8. Promotion

9. Integration with essential objectives

How to scale, with IS, the great use our lecturers and 

students make of Poll Everywhere and student response 

systems in general. 



Challenges and work to be done this year


